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Chapter 5

Classification of an object using Hybrid Neural Network 

5.1. Hybrid neural network 
 

In this research, classification is done using a hybrid neural network. A classifier 

takes a group of features that characterizes the objects. It utilses them to find the class 

of every object.  Supervised and Unsupervised are two types of classifications. 

Supervised is based on which a user selects sample pixels of an image which indicates 

classes. They then direct the image processing software to utilize the training sites as 

references. Unsupervised classification means grouping of pixels with same 

specifications. They are formed on software analyzation of an image without the user 

providing sample classes [Ghose, D., et al., 2019]. 

 In earlier days, the formation of s/w, h/w, systems related to image processing 

is particularly restricted for expansion related to interfacing of a user, in whatever 

programmers in many firms are engaged. These circumstances have been crucially 

changed with the arrival of Windows OS when most developers converted in resolving 

issues related to image processing. But it had not led to main improvement in resolving 

functions in recognising faces and numbers of cars, signals of roads, investigating 

images related to remote and medical etc. All these endless issues are resolved by trial-

and-error method with the help of many engineers and scientists. As present-day 

technical solutions are very costly, a function related to converting in design based on 

the tools in software to solve issues of intelligence and prepared methodically. Among 

image processing domain, a kit of tools needed would support analysation, recognising 

an image of previous information which is not known along with will make sure for the 

improvement and implementation of normal programmers. It is just like how Windows 

toolkit provides support for creating interfaces to solve many issues. 

Recognising an object is to narrate a group of computer vision assignments 

which involves actions such as identification of objects in digital photos. Classification 

of an image deals with actions like prediction of a class of single object in a particular 

image. Localization of an object means to identify a location of single or multiple 

objects in a particular image and to draw an abounding box on all sides. Detecting an 
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object will combine these two functions and will localize and classify a single or 

multiple 

related vision tasks [Wang, X., et al., 2019]. 

  Classification of an image also deals with allocating a label known as class to a 

particular image, but localization of an object deals to draw a bounding box on every 

side, single or more objects in a particular image. Detection of an object is an exciting 

task which fuses both assignments and will draw a bounding box on all sides of an 

object in an image and will assign a class label. Finally, all these issues are known as 

object recognition. Object recognition means group of connected tasks to identify an 

object in a digital input frame. Hybrid classifier, is a family of methods to address 

localization of an object, recognising tasks, which is invented   for performance of a 

model. OFSA-OKF is implemented to recognise an object which is outlined for speedy 

and applications in real time . 

This is the first proposal which is using hybrid neural network for performing 

detection and classification using thermal imaging. By using this technique, we got the 

best accuracy to perform detection and classification in difficult circumstances like 

utmost change in illumination, occlusion, and longer distance. The suggested system 

does not require pre-processing which includes rectification of an image and 

enhancement or post-processing to detect and do classification in thermal imaging. 

Hence, we committed that an optimal feature of an image is better for tracking an object. 

Earlier feature selection has negative influence on training of CNN design. 

5.2. Literature survey 
This use of CNN rather than of high-quality classification methods is the present 

tendency in research domain among detecting humans. But any how the task is 

detection during night-time with the help of thermal imaging cameras or detection 

during daytime with the help of quality cameras which are optical.  Images which are 

thermal are specifically in usage of detecting a person during night-time or in dull light 

and would implement badly during daytime where there is no sufficient contrast related 

to thermal among human beings and its environment. Hence, [Ghose, D., et al., 2019] 

introduced to expand images like thermal with saliency maps, for   detection of  
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pedestrians. They had instructed the speedy R-CNN to detect pedestrians, reported the 

consequences in adding saliency maps which is created by static, deep methods such as 

PiCA-Net, R3-Net. The finest performance design will give outcome in a perfect 

reducing a miss rate with 13.4%, 19.4% on baseline in the images of daytime, night-

time. In [Heo, D., et al., 2018], they introduced utilization of deep learning, saliency 

maps to detect the pedestrians during night-time. They combine hardwired adaptive 

BMBS- Boolean-map-based saliency kernel by YOLO detector, for creating saliency 

feature map which improves pedestrians from background which is built on specific 

season. In [Ivasic- Kos, M., et al., 2019], [Kristo, M., et al., 2019] to detect a person, 

YOLO detector is directed on a dataset of thermal image. In this it mostly extends the 

scope of the work in examining various climatic situations individually, in doing test 

by various datasets which includes possible confusing objects like animals in the test. 

In [Gomez, A., et al., 2018] they introduced usage of thermal images related to LWIR 

to count human beings in public places like classrooms. They originated a method to 

count the people with a dataset having 3000 images of thermal type which is noted 

down inside workrooms of students and is built on little convolutional neural networks 

which would go on restricted-memories little power policy like Cortex M4, which is 

reporting detecting which is not having errors up to 53.7% of the images which are 

tested. Besides, usage of convolutional neural networks to detect humans upon images, 

videos which are thermal they introduced usage of convolutional neural networks to 

track an object related to thermal image as in [Liu, Q., et al., 2017]. In [Rodger, I., et 

al., 2016] they explained on augmented recognising of a target, better false alarm rates 

from middle to long-range detecting using LWIR sensor. This give an exactness of 95% 

to 6 object classes which are associated with land défense by convolutional neural 

network-built detector. The technique to   detect in real time of humans among images 

which are thermal build by background modelling, convolutional neural networks is 

explained in [Shahid, N., et al., 2019]. In applications of real-time, background 

modelling is carried out with improved running gaussian average, classification built 

using convolutional neural networks of humans and conducted particularly to detected 

foreground objects. In [Wang, X., et al., 2019] they used deep CNN to detect humans 

with frames which are stacked from video of thermal which also includes data of 

temporal. A CNN which utilised stacked frames of video has 21.4% high exactness than 

neural network which is instructed with the help of single image upon its test.An 

infrared video built ATD/R (automatic target detection or recognition) structure 
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introduced with in [Zhang, H., et al., 2018] utilizes a speedy detector known as RCNN 

which is directed with images of IR and is mixed by super-resolution technique which 

deals  as per the problem of minimum pixels which targets at long range. Testing of a 

system is done by 2 datasets in various environmental circumstances, featured 

pedestrians, 6 various methods with ground vehicles even as types of targets, tests show 

enhanced achievement of longer-range targets by using super resolution technique. An 

improvement of convolutional neural networks assisted in developing systems of 

surveillance to devices of embedded such as Raspberry Pi as in [Farouk Khalifa, A., 

et al., 2019]. They discussed on surveying of various structures, methods which is based 

on devices like embedded. They discussed on dataset features, feature extraction 

methods, ML (machine learning) algorithms. They used a unified dataset for 

differentiating various structures dealing with exactness, performing time, and 

proposed latest improvements, the direction of further research. Recognition and 

detection of humans using images, videos of thermal, their uses are expanding, 

demanding research with the domain machine vision, deep learning and with domains 

such as Infrared. Generally, people who are doing research in thermal imaging are 

interested to detect humans and techniques which mix thermal imaging and the images 

which are noted with various wavelengths as in [Hou, Y-L., et al.,2018]. The authors 

will estimate images of pixel level combining of images of infrared, RGB to refine the   

detectors of pedestrian built on CNN due to which they will work in day, night times 

and this is important among surveillance systems, autonomous vehicles, advanced 

driver-assistance systems (ADAS). Apart from imaging of thermal, several research 

people utilised near IR along with convolutional neural networks as explained in [Dai, 

X., et al.,2019] to detect the pedestrians. They introduced a technique built on nine-

layered convolutional neural networks design by self-learning soft-max during night-

time detecting of pedestrians, given an accuracy of 94.49% with a group of 15,000 

samples which are tested. [Imran, J., et al., 2019] introduced narrative descriptor of 

saliency aware known as SSDI which means Stacked Saliency Difference Image to 

design spatio-temporal, local, global movement data to HAR -Human Action 

Recognition among images of infrared. Here they had used 4-stream deep framework 

built on CNN, RNN- known as RNN designs, given a result 83.5% on dataset of 

Infrared and baseline result which is 75.17% with suggested dataset IITR-IAR as 

proposed in [Gao, C., et al., 2016] .The use of convolutional neural networks to detect 

humans, their recognition, and classification of action are discussed in [Lee, E-J., et 
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al., 2016], [Lakshmi, A., et al., 2016], [Qi, W., et al., 2016], [Yu, T., et al., 2019], [ 

Zhang, X., et al., 2019]. In traditional methods, the simple method of detection of 

pedestrians is   extraction of features which is supervised and unsupervised and will be 

running a classifier called as SVM upon upper part of this feature. [Dollar, P., et 

al.,2009] made usage of neural networks to detect faces which was a development of 

new technique of detection based on features. [Viola, P., et al., 2001] took an important 

decision on detection of pedestrians or objects. They used a fundamental description of 

an image and a method based on Adaboost to detect objects or pedestrians. HOG 

(Histogram of Oriented Gradients) acquired by [Dalal, N., et al.,2005] can detect 

humans and pedestrians. [Szegedy, C., et al.,2014] discussed on deep convolutional 

networks. [Tome, D., et al.,2015] explains on detection of pedestrians with CNN. 

[Angelova, A., et al., 2015] deals with real time pedestrians by network cascades. 

These are followed by developments to the feature-based techniques for the sake of 

improving detection on feature-based. These techniques are detection techniques based 

on features with SVM regression techniques to do detection on pedestrians.  

This is recorded in many periods in winter using FLIR Thermal Cam P10 LWIR 

camera of thermal imaging arranged by using tripod with height 140 centimetres, at a 

 (field of view) lens, also by 

series). Also, sensor in camera takes thermal resolution which is 320 × 240 pixels and 

is scaled up to 1280 × 960 pixels with exterior recorder of video. To measure distance, 

we had utilized View Ranger implementation which is inserted on CAT S60 GPS-

equipped smartphone. 

 

5.3. Research Gap 
 

Hybrid methods for detection and tracking of an object will focus on mixing 

two or more object detection tracking methods which are applied for images. The 

researchers have interest in using hybrid methods to get accurate results. Methods on 

neuro-fuzzy models have been the leader in hybridization where other evolutionary 

approaches also must be combined. The behaviour of Retina Net is used to perform 

classification in this research. 
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5.4. Existing Methods 

There are many methods to perform classification using deep learning like 

CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks), LSTMs (Long Short-Term Memory 

Networks), RNNs (Recurrent Neural Networks), GANs (Generative Adversarial 

Networks), RBFNs (Radial Basis Function Networks), DBNs (Deep Belief Networks), 

MLPs (Multilayer Perceptions), Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), RBMs (Restricted 

Boltzmann Machines), Autoencoders. 

CNN's, called as has many layers, and used for detection of an 

object. CNNs are utilised for identifying images in satellites, proceed medical images, 

forecast time series, detect anomaly. They have many layers which process, extract 

features from data. LSTMs are a category of Recurrent Neural Network which will 

learn and memorize long-term dependencies. Recalling previous data for more time is 

the default nature. Recurrent Neural Networks have connection which design directed 

cycles, allows the output from LSTM to send as input to the present stage. The output 

from LSTM is an input to present stage and can memorize existing input because of its 

internal memory. RNNs are utilised for image captioning, time-series analysation, 

natural-language processing, handwriting recognition, machine translation. Generative 

Adversarial Networks (GANs) are deep learning methods in which new data instances 

that resembles the data which is to be trained. GAN has 2 parts like a generator, which 

will learn to produce data which is fake, discriminator which learn from false data.

Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFNs) are feedforward neural networks which use 

radial basis functions as activation functions. They have layers such as input, hidden, 

output and are used for classification, regression, time-series prediction. Multilayer 

Perceptrons (MLPs) belong feedforward neural networks with many layers of 

which have activation functions. Self-Organizing Maps 

(SOMs)  enable data visuality  to decrease the  data dimensions by artificial neural 

networks. Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) are models which consist of many layers of 

stochastic, latent variables. The latent variables have binary values known as hidden 

units. Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) are stochastic neural networks which 

learn from a probability distribution on a group of inputs. Autoencoders is a 

feedforward neural network in which the input, output is same. They are trained neural 

networks which replicate data from input to output layers. 
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5.5. Proposed Methodology 
Classification of an object is a major problem in vision of computers. In this a 

design is tasked by localization of objects in a thermal image and during the same period 

dividing them into various groups. Here we will implement a hybrid Retina Net which 

is a popular detector and accurate and runs fast. Retina Net utilises a feature called as 

pyramid network to effectively detect objects at various scales and will introduce a new 

loss called as Focal loss function to reduce the issue of utmost foreground-background 

class imbalance. 

Generally, Computer vision is a transdisciplinary domain of machine learning 

and artificial intelligence and has concern on automatic extracting, analysation and 

understanding of important data from an image. As there is rapid development in 

technology there is high extension in digital information related to videos, images. In 

machine vision domain, precepting and analysation of images which are thermal is an 

important issue by computers when compared with humans. Hence classification of 

images is done by using human intervention. Thermal imaging information is for the 

purpose of train and test. Next images are divided by the help of patterns exactly got 

from earlier stages. The outcomes which are obtained are varied with the patterns found 

and is fully depending on understanding of a person who will classify. The proposed 

architecture of deep learning to do images classification will use multiple layers in 

hybrid neural network to get latest features from   dataset images.  

 

 

Figure 5.1 Proposed Architecture for object classification 
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Figure 5.1 depicts the proposed structure for classification of an object. This structure 

utilises grayscale image as an image of input which is of size of 28x28.Layer 1 of 

convolutional neural network applies 32 filters upon images of input in which every 

size of the image is 3x3 generating 32 feature maps which are of 26x26 size. Layer 2 

applies 64 filters which are of 3x3 size generating 64 feature maps which are of 24x24 

size. Layer 3 is Max pooling layer and is utilised to down sample an image up to 12x12 

with assistance of subsampling window which is size of 2x2. The 4th layer is completely 

associated layer which had neurons of 128, also utilises function of sigmoid activation 

to do    classification of an image, generates an image as output.  

 

Figure 5.2. Description of Proposed Architecture 
                                                                                              

Figure 5.2. describes the structure of proposed method. Among systematic 

neural networks (feed-forward), every invisible layer is built with neurons, every 

neuron is related with invisible layer.  Final network layer is completely associated and 

utilised to do images classification. Generally, an image size is 28*28*1 (28 wide, 28 

high, 1 colour channel) given as i/p, then the first invisible layer had 28x28x1=784 

weights. These many numbers of weights might be managed. For bigger images which 

are 400x400x3 size, it needs 400*400*3= 4,80,000 weights, where completely 

associated layer would not scale that extent.  
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The architecture of CNN has different planning compared normal neural 

networks. Along this benefit it will take input as distinct images size. Convnet layers 

had neurons which are organized as 3 measurements such as width, height, depth. Here 

depth indicates third measurement of activation volume but not the depth of complete 

neural network which indicates entire network layers. Take an input image which is 

32x32x3 size and volume of dimensions 32x32x3 which are width, height, depth. In 

our proposed system it uses neural networks for implementation. This is same as normal 

neural networks which are built with neurons which had learnable weights, biases.  

Every neuron will do dot product as getting little input and by utilising bias it 

accompanies non-linearity. This entire convent indicates different score function, 

coming from raw pixels on single side to   another side class scores. They had loss 

function called as SoftMax on the final layer which is completely associated layer. Here 

the intake is images to convent which permits to encrypt some features in the design. 

All the features will do forward function more efficiently for performing and mostly 

reduce the quantity of parameters among a network. The main aim of   classification of 

an image is to take the features outside from rough images. Figure 5.3. shows first 

convolutional layer weights. 
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Figure 5.3. First convolutional layer weights 

Hybrid Neural Network Algorithm 

1. Size of the batch =128, Classes= 2, Epochs = 5 

2.  Input image dimension=28 ×28 

3. Load   images of input from FLIR data set with optimal feature vector.  

4.Take variable exploration: X=test data set (100,28,28,1), Train data set (600,28,28,1)  

5.Next create and compile the designs. 

6. Later train the network. 

  In above procedure it discusses the steps of how to train and test FLIR data set 

to do image classification. Generally, in networks every neuron is associated to all the 

neurons of preceding layer. In instantaneous time it is impossible for higher dimension  
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inputs like images.  As an example, input volume is size of 32x32x3 size of, receptive 

field is 5x5.Every neuron of conv layer has weights to 5x5x3 region in input volume to 

a total of 5*5*3=75 weights (and +1 bias parameter). The amount of interconnection 

with depth axis should be 3 as it is the depth of the volume of input. In hybrid neural 

network parameter sharing is utilised to reduce the parameters number in the whole 

procedure. 

Retina Net is one of the single-stage detectors. The main theme of it is to handle 

class imbalance issue among foreground, background which is in single-stage detector. 

There are 2 techniques which Retina Net utilizes. First one is FPN (Feature Pyramid 

Network) backbone and second one is focal loss which is a loss function. FPN is 

constructed on the uppermost CNN and is in charge to extract convolutional feature 

maps from the complete image. By utilizing (focal loss/Retina Net changes weights 

with the loss function/focus on difficult/misclassified illustrations,) which refines the 

accuracy of prediction. By ResNet (FPN-Feature Pyramid Network) as the foundation 

to extract features ,2 subnetworks to classification, bounding-box regression, Retina 

Net has attained recent stage in technological development and got the best 

performance. 

            Let us consider a building block as in Equation (5.1).   

y = F (x, {KWi}) + x                                                        (5.1) 

where x, y is input, output vectors of the layers. (K Wi) =Kalman Weighted. A function 

F (x, {KWi}) indicates the residual map to learn as in Equation (5.2).  

   (5.2) 

+ x is implemented by   shortcut connection, element-wise addition. 

Since equation (5.1) indicates neither extra parameter nor computation 

complexity. It has importance in comparing among plain and residual networks. We 

will compare plain or residual networks which at a time got same number of 

specifications such as depth, width, computational cost (except for negligible element-

wise addition). The measurements of x and F should be same as in (5.1). If it is not the 

instance (e.g., when changing i/p or o/p channels), we would accomplish a linear 
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projection Ws by shortcut connections for matching measurements as in Equation 

(5.3). 

y = F (x, {KWi}) + Wsx                                                                  (5.3  

Also, we utilize a square matrix Ws in equation (5.1). We can convey with 

investigations that identity mapping is enough to communicate lowering issues, 

inexpensive, Ws is utilised in matching measurements. The structure of residual 

function F has flexibility. The observation in present research involves function F have 

2 or 3 layers as still additional layers are possible.  If F has only one layer, equation 

(5.1) is same as linear layer as in Equation (5.4). 

 y = KW1x + x                                                                                        (5.4) 

to which there are no noticed advantages. All the above elements are completely 

connected layers to simplify, which has application in convolutional layers. A function 

F (x, {KWi}) indicates various convolutional layers. An element-wise addition is 

implemented on two feature maps, channel by channel. 
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5.6. Results and Discussion

 

Figure 5.4. shows the proposed neural network structure programmatically. It 

includes layers like input layer, convolution layer, activation layer, max. pooling 

layer. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4.  Proposed neural network structure programmatically 
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Figure 5.5. shows the accuracy of the proposed network. Figure 5.6. shows the 

accuracy of the network with loss and iterations. Figure 5.7.  shows the weapon 

region detection from the input frame from positive case. Figure 5.8. shows the 

weapon not detected in the given frame. Figure 5.9. shows graphical representation of 

performance analysis. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5. Accuracy of the proposed network 
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Iteration on X-axis and Loss on Y-axis 

 

Figure 5.6. Accuracy of the network with loss and iterations 
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Figure 5.7. Weapon region detection from the input frame positive case 

            

                            

 

Figure 5.8. Weapon not detected in the given frame 
 

 

Table 5. 1 shows the comparative analysis of proposed and existing models. In this, 

HDNN is the hybrid neural network, DAG is the direct acyclic graph, Haar is the Haar 

transform, LBP is the local binary pattern, GMM is the gaussian mixture model.TP is 

true positive, FP is false positive, and FN is false negative 

 

 

Input image Weapon Weapon 

Input image Weapon Weapon 
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Table 5. 1. Comparison of Proposed and existing Models 
 

Algorithm Total 

Frames 

TP FP FN Sensitivity PPV False 

alarm 

Rate 

Accuracy 

 

Proposed 

HDNN 

 

512 

 

440 

 

30 

 

42 

 

0.99 

 

0.966 

 

0.036 

 

0.99 

Object 
detection 
and 
tracking 
in 
thermal 
video 
using 
DAG 

 

184 

 

165 

 

10 

 

14 

 

0.97 

 

0.88 

 

0.054 

 

0.98 

People 
detection 
and 
tracking 
from 
aerial 
thermal 
views 

 

1282 

 

950 

 

124 

 

208 

 

0.97 

 

0.85 

 

0.044 

 

0.95 

Kalman 
Filter 

Haar+LBP 

128 102 16 10 0.95 0.89 0.032 0.92 

Kalman+ 

Haar+LBP  

128 110 10 8 0.95 0.87 0.032 0.93 

 GMM 128 100 8 10 0.95 0.87 0.032 0.94 

Existing 

CNN 

512 410 60 42 0.95 0.912 0.032 0.95 
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Figure 5.9 Performance Analysis 
 

Figure 5.9 shows the number of frames which are true positive, false positive, false  

negative. 

 

5.7. Conclusion 
 

Here we used a hybrid retina net for classification of an image using thermal 

images from dataset of FLIR. It is used for purpose of training and testing by using 

proposed model. It will give an accuracy of 99.5%. Thermal images are used in training 

of images. The computative time to process these images is much higher than normal 

images of JPEG. By stacking the design with additional layers, [Lee, E-J., et al., 2016], 

train the network with additional image data by utilizing groups of GPUs will give 

additional exact outcomes for classification of objects in thermal imaging 
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